




Baxter | Tactile sofa by Vincenzo De Cotiis & Etienne armchair by Roberto Lazzeroni
Bosa | …Issima! vases by Sam Baron
Golran | Memories rug by Isabella Sodi
Living Divani | Ile side tables by Piero Lissoni
Porro | Modern Panca coffee table by Piero Lissoni
DZINE Gallery | Queen V by Nina Katz



Crush Series: Estranged by Silvia Poloto



Baxter | Sorrento armchair by Paola Navone & Organique side table by Draga & Aurel
Bosa | T-table by Jaime Hayon
Horm | Tide credenza by Karim Rashid
Living Divani | Avalon bed by Claesson-Koivisto-Rune & Lipp bench by Piero Lissoni
DZINE Gallery | Subconscious N006.16 by Daniel Diaz-Tai & Grid 1 by Lian Ng



DZINE is a furniture showroom, art gallery and an  

experienced team of interior designers with the unique  

ability to bring together a comprehensive and complete  

residential or commercial project. Our manufacturers  

represent the best in contemporary furniture, kitchens,  

bathrooms, wardrobes, lighting and accessories.  

We have everything at our disposal to create your ideal  

living space. Every detail is carefully considered, from  

the finish selection in your kitchen, to the art on your  

walls, ensuring that each element works in harmony to  

create a cohesive whole. We believe that good design  

is a synthesis of sophistication and functionality and  

has the ability to transform the way you live.

Baxter | Romeo table by Roberto Lazzeroni, Decor dining chairs by Baxter & Lais lamp by Angela Ardisson
Moooi | Raimond Tensegrity floor lamp by Raimond Puts
DZINE Gallery | The Seduction & Death as Awakening by Danielle Nelson Mourning



Desalto | Element table by Tokujin Yoshioka
FLOS | IC Light floor lamp by Michael Anastassiades
Horm | Ki chairs by Mario Bellini
Living Divani | Extrasoft sofa by Piero Lissoni
Moroso | Take a Line for a Walk armchair by Alfredo Haberli
DZINE Gallery | Wabi Sabi 39, Crush Series: Estranged & Crush Series: Lust by Silvia Poloto



Baxter | Bourgeois table by Matteo Thun e Antonio Rodriguez, Colette chairs by Roberto Lazzeroni & Q3 chandelier by Baxter
Bosa | Isole vases by Sam Baron
Kymo | The Mashup Cubik rug by Kymo
Living Divani | Lipp sofa by Piero Lissoni

DZINE’s 15,000 square foot showroom is often described 

as one of the most beautiful in America. Our showroom is a 

sprawling, airy space that features over 30 contemporary  

furniture manufacturers, in addition to local makers, artists 

and a select group of the finest accessory manufacturers.



Paola Lenti | Sunset dining table by Francesco Rota, Kiti chairs by Francesco Rota,  
Ami armchair by Francesco Rota, Sika bowl by CRS Paola Lenti, Taiki suspended lamps  
by CRS Paola Lenti, Nido armchair and pouf by Patricia Urquiola and Eliana Gerotto,  
Shell pouf by CRS Paola Lenti & Giro side tables by Francesco Rota
Porro | Modern credenza by Piero Lissoni 



Baxter | Godard chair and sofa by Matteo Thun e Antonio Rodriguez
Desalto | Nara chairs by Piergiorgio Cazzaniga
FLOS | Skygarden suspended lamp by Marcel Wanders & Tatou floor lamp by Patricia Urquiola
Glas Italia | SiO2 Tunnel coffee table by Piero Lissoni, Mark Krusin and Carlo Tamborini
Kymo | Nordic Plain rug by Kymo
Moooi | Container table by Marcel Wanders



Boffi | Lotus circle mirror by Naoto Fukasawa, Lotus washbasin by Naoto Fukasawa, Uni tap by CRS Boffi,  
Flyer suspended countertop and wall-mounted cabinet by CRS Boffi & SP14 mirror by Neunzig° Design

We take a uniquely holistic approach to design, considering  

everything from kitchens, bathrooms and closets to furnishings, 

lighting and art. We represent a wide variety of manufacturers 

including Living Divani, Paola Lenti, Baxter, Venini, Boffi,  

Porro, FLOS and Glas Italia, with whom we closely collaborate 

to provide a tailored solution for any architectural space.  

Our manufacturers are small and well-established family-run  

companies that place value on research and innovation in  

order to create high quality products that are truly timeless.



An Expression of Time by Ellen Markoff



Paola Lenti | Crown area rug by CRS Paola Lenti
Porro | Walk-in closet system by Piero Lissoni
Venini | Fazzoletto Opalini vase by Fulvio Bianconi & Clessidra hourglass by Fulvio Bianconi



Paola Lenti | Canvas sectional sofa by Francesco Rota, Heron side table by Francesco Rota,  
Nido pouf by Patricia Urquiola and Eliana Gerotto, Shoji lamp by Davide Groppi and CRS Paola Lenti &  
Siepe high tech rug by CRS Paola Lenti
DZINE Gallery | Aquatic Park, I-80, Emeryville, CA by Johnna Arnold



Boffi | K14 kitchen island by Norbert Wangen
Paola Lenti | Flex seat pads and cushions by CRS Paola Lenti & Surf sun beds by Francesco Rota



Boffi | XILA kitchen by Luigi Massoni

Our team works together to manage all aspects of a  

project, whether residential or commercial, local or  

international. Our designers and installers draw on their  

expertise to collaborate with architects, designers and  

general contractors to oversee a project from start to  

finish. They make it a point to understand your priorities  

and budget, and will guide you through the entire design  

process, from initial space planning to final installation.



Living Divani | Extra Wall sofa by Piero Lissoni



Boffi | K20 kitchen island & W1 tap by Norbert Wangen, Hide cabinetry by Piero Lissoni and CRS Boffi
Sand Studios | Alcyone Cylinder C160 pendant by Larissa Sand
DZINE Gallery | Deluge by Martin Bialas



Jomfruland Ambrotype by Kari Orvik



Agape | Deep bathtub by Benedini Associati 



FLOS | Arco floor lamp by Achille & Pier Giacomo Castiglioni
Kymo | Mark 2 wool rug by Kymo
Living Divani | Metro2 table & Neowall sectional sofa by Piero Lissoni
DZINE Gallery | Stream #9 & Stream #22 by Jonathan Smith

DZINE CONCEPT: RESIDENTIAL

FLOS | Aim pendant lights by Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec
Living Divani | Strato coffee table by Victor Carrasco, Confident armchairs by Piero Lissoni & Rod sofa by Piero Lissoni
Porro | Modern cabinets by Piero Lissoni

We understand the value of time to the busy architect,  

developer, designer or homeowner, which is why we  

provide detailed space planning for free, including an  

initial design consultation, site visit, and two dimensional  

architectural drawings, as well as project management  

and logistical support to our interior architecture clients.  

We manage shipping and have an experienced crew  

of installers on hand to complete your project. If you  

need complete interior design services, we provide a  

comprehensive approach to designing your interior space.  

In addition to furniture specification and fabric selection,  

our designers work with you on all aspects of a remodel  

or redesign, including material and finish selection, space  

modification, accessorizing and art consultancy through  

our DZINE gallery program. We also partner with developers  

and real estate agents to bring a project to market though  

our staging and interior design service, DZINE Concept.



Boffi | I Fiumi St vanity by Claudio Silvestrin & Universal integrated washbasin by Piero Lissoni
Porro | Pull Out Sliding Door system by Piero Lissoni



Boffi | XILA kitchen island by Luigi Massoni & Hide cabinetry by Piero Lissoni and CRS Boffi
Desalto | Element table by Tokujin Yoshioka
Zanotta | Ada dining chairs by Roberto Barbieri

Our passion lies in creating unique environments  

that reflect our clients’ individual styles. By bridging the  

worlds of architecture, furniture, art and accessories,  

we are able to provide a unified aesthetic that realizes  

the full potential of a space.



Glas Italia | SiO2 coffee tables by Piero Lissoni, Mark Krusin and Carlo Tamborini
Living Divani | Ile Club sofa by Piero Lissoni
Moroso | Fjord armchair and pouf by Patricia Urquiola



Baxter | Liquid side tables by Draga e Aurel



DZINE  |  128 Utah Street, San Francisco, CA 94103  |  415.674.9430  |  www.dzineliving.com






